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The author of “ The Things They Carried” is Tim O’Brien. His full name is 

William Timothy O’Brien who was born in October 1946, in Minnesota, U. S. 

Tim was a lieutenant in the Vietnam War. 

In huge numbers of his books, he discussed the Vietnam War. Tim is likewise 

best known for the story he composed named “ The Things They Carried.” 

This story was about a fictional novel in the Vietnam War. He’s best known 

for an obscuring of combing fiction and fact that is his own. Tim sets the 

memory and dream and the open door for mental escape that these forces 

offer in the novel’s essential subjects. Even though every one of the episodes

enlightens the writer’s flashbacks of the Vietnam War, the writer 

incorporates female characters that have a focal influence in the book. Tim 

O’Brien shares his Vietnam War involvement by utilizing objects the fighters. 

He employs enhanced officers to bring the substances of War. 

Every one of the men had their feelings to uncover. Jimmy Cross, The 

Principal Lieutenant, exceptionally kind pioneer of the detachment who 

conveyed the photographs and letters composed by a young lady he had left

at home. Numerous different officers expressed unique items like a journal, 

book of scriptures and an ax given by their friends and family. Tim set a 

group of significant things that in truth depicted a passionate state, 

enthusiastic snapshots of the war. He symbolized these gigantic feelings and

isolated them to the men of Alpha Organization to convey. These things 

make up the sign of Vietnam War. 

Martha is a standout amongst the essential female characters. She 

symbolizes the adoration and risk. “ The Things They Conveyed” 
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communicates the account of Lieutenant Jimmy Cross, who keeps 

recollections of his loved ones, including Martha, who he met in school. 

Jimmy Keeps every last bit of her photographs and letters and regularly 

thinks around evening time whether Martha goes out with different folks. 

Jimmy detects that Martha gives him false expectation and doesn’t love him 

as much as he adores her. One day he leaves for a task, however even there 

he can’t center around the activity and continues contemplating his removed

love. His companion Lavender gets harmed around then and kicks the bucket

sooner or later. This occasion makes Jimmy to ponder the unnecessary love 

for Martha and to assess the significance of his devotee musings about his 

affection. In this novel, Martha speaks to want, as the most critical 

inclination, and risk, since this mentality moves to excruciating outcomes. 

She uncovers an enchantment love that assaults the brutal reality of war. 

This tricky dream of Martha, the expectations for a future existence with her 

proceeded onward to the way that the lieutenant is continuously unfocused 

by contemplating the articles he wants, even at the most hazardous minute. 

With this novel, the creator makes an affirmation that at the season of the 

war the troopers should focus on their exercises, on what is going on around 

them and not be occupied by the recollections of the past, as this can cost a 

human to lose his life. The character of Martha demonstrates a fight amongst

adoration and risk, dream and the harsh reality of life. 

Mary Anne Chime is another significant character in this novel, and she 

speaks to the loss of honesty. In this story, the choice of warrior Stamp 

Fossie to convey his sweetheart to the Vietnam War. Tim characterizes Mary 

Anne as an appealing, scientific young lady in great garments. Be that as it 
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may, with a stay in Vietnam, she transforms entirely into a genuine warrior. 

She ponders the provincial dialect, figures out how to utilize a firearm, and 

speaks with different warriors. This story is a picture of the change of all 

warriors in the astoundingly, there real and untalented folks and wind up 

various, dynamic and weakened men. Tim draws a one next to the other 

between how Mary Anne misfortunes her delicacy on her coming in Vietnam, 

and warriors lose their honesty in the war. It is likewise worth seeing that 

Mary Anne is the main female character who adds to the novel’s activities. In

this way, Mary Ringer delineates the loss of blamelessness of all fighters who

experience the feelings of dread of war. 

Another character Linda who shows up in the last story and includes the 

demise and human memory. The tale deciphers the essayist’s 

contemplations on his first love. When he was at war, he thinks about his 

kindred understudy Linda, with he once went to the film. He was enamored 

with Linda however; later he discovered that she had last, sickness issues. 

Linda passed on, sooner or later and Tim says he recalls that him setting off 

to her burial service and her dead body. The creator’s sentiments of this 

activity as the experience of death in Tim’s life and appraisals it out of sight 

that memory is capable of giving brutal life to individuals who were once 

near the heart. We find dead individuals’ accounts through, writing and 

Linda’s demise gives a push to Tim to compose books about the experience 

of the Vietnam War. Tim, the creator, avows the idea that memory denotes a

man everlasting since it acknowledges to eternalize his character into 

various sorts of quality. Tim additionally says that not every one of the 

narratives he composed is about war, yet about the familiarity with life over 
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the passing of other individuals. Consequently, Linda shows demise, eternal 

life and the activity of memory in quality. 

Taking everything into account, the story “ The Things They Carried” is a 

narrative accumulation of books by Tim O’Brien about the experience of his 

life in the Vietnam War. Although, the principal characters of the books are 

officers of the war, and Linda-passing and the hereafter. Female character 

pointed incredible life esteems and filled the story with various feelings. 
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